[Gennai Hiraga and Bosho: with special reference to the manuscripts kept by the Suzukis, Izu].
Bosho is one of the important mineral drugs in the Edo era. Gennai Hiraga (1728-1779) gave a lot of space to the item of natural product Bokusho in his book "Butsurui-hinshitsu" (1763). Gennai made bosho from bokusho that was deposited at spring in Kamifunabara is little known to us except "Butsurui-hinshitsu". In Kamifunabara, we got an opportunity to survey the manuscripts kept by the Suzukis, which show Gennai's visit and activities there. The object of this paper is to introduce the manuscripts kept by the Suzukis and also to consider widely the knowledge of Gennai and his teacher Ransui Tamura (1718-1776) concerning bosho and related materials.